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  Tsunami Facts for students 
 
 
A tsunami (pronounced soo-nah-mee) is a 
series of waves that is very long and occurs 
over a long period of time.  
Tsunami are often caused by earthquakes or 

under water landslides.  The word ‘tsunami’ is a Japanese 
word that means ‘harbour wave’.  Written in Japanese it 
looks like this.... 
 
 
  tsu” means harbour 

    
 
 
 
 
 
’nami’ means wave 

 
 
A tsunami can travel great distances - 17,000 
km or more - a tsunami can be more than 100 
km in length.  It can also travel very fast, at 
about 400 km an hour in some cases.  
Everything about the tsunami is big, fast and 

wide.  Tsunami are not normal waves and are not tidal 
waves either; they are giant waves that move separately 
from the tides.  Tsunami can occur at any time, day or 
night. 
 
Sometimes a tsunami sucks out all the water from the 
beach, before the big waves start coming in.  This is what 
happened in the Indian Ocean tsunami.   
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Courtesy of the BBC UK website, heres an animated 
explanation 
 
An earthquake began in the ocean.  Two parts of the earth 
moved and ground against each other.  This caused part 
of the earth to drop down and all the water dropped as 
well.  The movement caused a big wave to start.  The wave 
was so-o-o-o big that it travelled thousands of kilometres 
and got bigger and bigger and wider and wider until it 
began to hit countries and coastlines.   
 
There is usually more than one wave in a tsunami.  Some 
times after the first wave has hit, people think it is all 
over and head back to the beach; this is a dangerous thing 
to do.  More waves will keep on a coming for a few hours. 

How did the Indian Ocean 
tsunami on Boxing Day start? 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/4136289.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/4136289.stm
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All low lying coastal areas can be affected by 
tsunami.   
 

A tsunami is recorded on average in Australia every two 
years but they are usually too small to be noticed by 
people.   
 
The threat of tsunami in Australia is low for most of our 
coast line.  There is a medium level threat along the 
northern half of the coast line in Western Australia. 
 
The last tsunami to be recorded in Australia was in 1994 
along the north-west coast, following an earthquake in 
East Java, the biggest ever recorded in Australia was at 
Cape Leverque, WA in 1977. No one was injured by these 
waves.

Could a tsunami hit 
Australia? 
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The emergency authorities have a plan in place 
for a range of possible emergencies.  If a 
tsunami was heading for Australia, the 
emergency authorities would get all the radio 
stations and television stations to let people 

know to move away from the danger zones.   
 
You may have practiced evacuation at school.  It would be 
a bit like this but you would head for higher ground and 
away from the beach or rivers that lead to the beach. 
 

You can often tell that an earthquake is 
happening or that a tsunami is coming 
because the ground shakes under your feet, 
the furniture may rattle and pictures on the 
wall move.  If this happens or you hear a 
warning, tell your family and friends and 
move quickly to higher ground, this could 

save your life and that of others. 
 
 
Being prepared for any type of emergency is important. 
Have a plan in your family about what you would do if a 
fire or flood or even a tsunami happened.  Know how to 
call for help and talk with your parents about who you 
should call.  
 In Australia the emergency number is 000. You can call 
this number when there is an emergency, when things are 
not safe. 
 

     Ask your school about their emergency plan 
and know what you must do if there is something unsafe 
at school. 

What can I do to prepare 
for a tsunami? 


